S14 SYSTEM

S14 SYSTEM

REVOLUTIONARY

A large illuminating surface, with reduced glare
and a minimal and elegant aesthetic:
tube bulbs are unique, and the S14 system
finally allows you to suspend them by cable!

CREATIVE

S14 allows you to create all kinds and types of lamps:
pendant lamps, creative wall lights or contemporary chandeliers, get creative!

Create unique lighting solutions with
S14 SYSTEM.
S14 is the Creative-Cables system that allows
anyone to create spectacular lighting solutions
using a piece of lighting history: tube bulbs.

UNIQUE

The minimal and elegant aesthetic of
S14 is the lighting alternative you’ve
been searching for. You can play with the
placement of tube bulbs and add a unique
touch to your interiors.

Lamp holders

S14 lamps

Our range of S14d fitting lamp holders enable the infinite potential of linear bulbs.
Thanks to Syntax, designed by RLON, tube bulbs can now be displayed in all their majesty hanging directly
both from walls or ceilings. Light enthusiasts finally have the possibility to stage tube bulbs in before unseen
ways: just plug them to this minimal functional socket and let them shine.
This socket can be connected to any round or twisted cable from our range with a strain relief and paired with
our metal extension pipes.

The elegance and design of these lamps create a sophisticated atmosphere. The pendant version is ideal for minimal
yet functional lighting along corridors or in large open spaces. Alternatively, wall lamps provide functional and decorative
illumination, such as above a mirror or picture. S14 Lamps can be purchased with or without a bulb.

SS14DTERP1NE

SYNTAX_S14D

SS14DTERM1GO

SS14DTERM1CR

SS14DTERM1RA

PDMVNS14DRM04

APM1E30S14DVN

Ø 120mm, H 2100mm

Ø 120mm, H 375mm

APL41310S14D

APM4S14DVN

L 193mm, H 255mm

L 195mm, H 255mm

APL1310S14D

APL1110S14D

L 79mm, H 51mm

L 79mm, H 51mm

SS14DTERM1BR

Bulbs
The S14d lamp holders can be matched with a wide range of linear bulbs. Transparent, gold, smoky grey and opal
finishes are available in 3 different lengths: small, medium and large. All the bulbs are dimmable.
300mm

300mm

APL41310S14DTBS1BR

500mm

1000mm

Max L 195mm, Max H 100mm

300mm

500mm

1000mm

SEG50182
8 W - 300 Lm

SEG50186
12 W - 440 Lm

SEG50192
13 W - 720 Lm

SEG50183
8 W - 350 Lm

SEG50187
12 W - 500 Lm

SEG50194
13 W - 720 Lm

SEG50184
8 W - 100 Lm

SEG50188
12 W - 240 Lm

SEG50195
13 W - 350 Lm

SEG50181
8 W - 350 Lm

SEG50185
12 W - 560 Lm

SEG50190
13 W - 720 Lm
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